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… of a lengthy portfolio document. The document that follows is
composed of three parts: a visual one, a reflective one and the one
addressing the course items, the assessment terms, interwoven. The
Table of Contents that follows overleaf tries to demarcate these parts
sufficiently.

Notes (ahead)

It (and so does this prelude too) contains a series of reflections: one, at
the point of module end, early April, the very last day of the module. I
return to this and find I do not want to alter it. It is reflective and
prospective. I am at the point that is beyond the course, the assessment
submission six months after course end, the latest possible. Unlike earlier
courses this does not conclude quite so easily: sustain as demand at
odds with conclude. I record another course reflection as audio file, realise
that it is extra, I merely place it into a concluding blog post and place the
original reflection, as text document in the respective g-drive folder. It still
stands.
I have tried to address this circumstance of a somewhat odd temporality
carefully, wishing to guide you through the extent and nuance of the
portfolio, as per instruction, imagining you do not know much of my work.
Visually, the text thus has two colours: what has been written by course
end appears in black, automatic, all amended and added at submission
(dark grey, custom). The course items display in that Word standard font
Calibri, the PaR elements in Helvetica Neue, the Visual elements headers, as
all others in Gill Sans, the visual work text descriptors like Avenir (Light).
As portfolio, this document contains possibly more text than those of my
peers. Given my Research dissertation and a practice that is also
research, this probably doesn’t surprise (even if it remains unusual). I link
to several related blog posts, the submission also contains the blog posts
mapped to Learning Objectives (and I include the Project Plan in the
written submission folder on the g-drive as well as here). The reasoning for
this is outlined in the first reflection, Practice as Research in Engagement
0. For the first module in some time, this final one also has a sparser
online learning log again, I discover that much writing took place in private
notes, Facebook posts and in the drafts to what becomes this portfolio.
The first two images result from a conversation with the text prompt to
image AI, Midjourney, an exploration in time-based, 16:9, notions of
portfolio as practice and object.
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A closing/ an opening/ a closing.
> final module. A couple of years late.
Close-open.net runs out in early December. (I very much hope
resbowgh.wordpress.com translates adequately and effortlessly).
Setting out with first tutorial to map forward and review.
>> administrative documents/ non-fiction
Range and scope of the module as engagement
(she asked, once we arrived at the end: isn’t really embracing a better
fitting term?)

Practice as Research in
Engagement 0:

1/ When and where is the work and the audience?

Setting out: close/open.net

2/ A portfolio (of old/new work, their presentation and documentation)
Definition. (as practice, as object, #Midjourney shows me how, see title
cover, I collage and prompt).
Visuality as proof, record.
Midjourney as speculative illustration (yet, constrained/determined)
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New work 1: For Cover
research object | Meadow | Contact
What about the durational paper placed in the fir hide? That doesn’t have a
name, does it?
shelter | contact
New work 3: Making hay
meadow | contact | shelter
New work 4: A/Folder series
archive | contact
New work 5: NYD on extended meadow
archive | meadow
3/ I use this as document spanning forwards, onwards: what if the
work/audience is neither now nor then but soon?
Professional practice module

New work 6: Fir hide side notes
archive | shelter | contact
>> have this as FB post series in portfolio. And perhaps one single image
of the actual prints
New work 7: www works
archive | Shelter | contact

4/ An attempt at an archive, an expectant archive

New Work 8: #13 a circle completed
contact | meadow | archive
New Work: an expectant archive
contact | meadow | archive | shelter | research object

(all quotes sections from Tutor report 1, July 2021)
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For Cover (contact) and (gaze)
(2021)
A set of large format (4x5) pinhole images around the site from Spring 2021
lead to these two, one, (contact), a mingling of no longer existing contact
prints for E6 process and mass prints, the other related while doubleexposing the meadow, looking back and forth towards the transformer
station. I offer both for sale.

Fir stand (a temporary shelter)
(2021)
A durational site-based installation and performance (19 July - 28 August
2022)
I place three loose sketchbook spreads, otherwise empty, with larger paper
clips underneath the fir branch. I seek out the temporary shelter over a
period of roughly six weeks. I remove it.

Making Hay (Summer 2021)
(2021)
A durational series of 10 4x5 pinhole camera exposures taken between 6-24
August 2021, between two meadows and a fir hide.
Below the 10th image, the link below takes you to a simple slide show of
the series
https://vimeo.com/758271505

Introduction (background details and context)
The work that underpins this SYP presents as interdisciplinary Practice as Research
(PaR), consisting of drawing, writing, photographic processes, installation and
performative work (the modules at HE5 were Digital Image and Culture and
Drawing 2). These are combined as PaR both in the Research Dissertation which
articulates the BoW, For Cover. The dissertation presents also as artistic work
itself, in writing as well as by including a series of further research objects, such as
case studies, glossary and appendix.

Project Plan
Engaging with Drawing/Contact
Gesa Helms #492645, CA SYP
2 April 2022

For cover, the BoW, presents four covers created across a rural autumn and early
winter. It utilises tactile media (graphite rubbings and contact printing) to movewith wind, rain, sun, plant matter alongside hands and other bodies. In the
context of the Research module it explores the quotidian relational constructions
of ‘near’ space across matter and site.
The dissertation (along with the blog’s research folder) explores the relevance of
Joan Jonas and Katrina Palmer in some depth; it also references a further number
of contemporary theory/ auto fiction writers (Juliana Spahr the one I want to
focus on). Noemie Goudal is a contemporary photographer whose spatial
constructions and interventions offered insights into the role of site, reach and the
visual for my own work. Going forward, I would like to raise Susan Hiller’s work
again, whose influence somewhat hovered in the background but I feel her
interest in exploring the unconscious (the personal and the social) will offer some
important insights.

Aims and objectives
I intend to develop my BoW, For Cover, as PaR (i.e. alongside the Research
module) towards a toolkit, testing its versatility and mobility. This toolkit intends
to present a mobile and versatile PaR, combining the various practices (such as
drawing, writing, lens-based and performance work) into elements that can test
the methodology of For Cover in different sites and contexts:
A/Folder: an instructive glossary is an expanding library and/or archive of single
sheet, double-paged PDF to print zines, inviting the recipients to download, print,
enact and perhaps return via a participatory web platform,
https://oca.padlet.org/gesa492645/cgmlqiky1976sdp7
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b-hold (circulatory objects to touch) is the attempt to make the smaller objects
such as digital C-type prints, cyanotypes and drawings circulate to others (via
sale), it exists mainly through my IG account, @draw___lena;
see (through): practice conversations will consist of a three-part event series: two
making workshops (on moving-with and contextual distance) and a conversation
with Susan Farrelly and John Umney around participation and archiving to
practically explore the PaR across sites and movements;
https://oca.padlet.org/gesa492645/jrnoirre3d9jvrdb
One key element for developing this towards a professional practice lies in
articulating relevant and suitable forms of engagement for this work, its
methodology and thus for myself as practising artist (in visual, textual and spoken
form as well as facilitator). I want this to further strengthen the ways in which I
engage with others in this work and through this work. It is reflected in the events
proposed which are as much engagement as they are about the resolution of the
work (please see below under Audience for further details). The networking and
building on existing practice and relationships lies in applying for suitable
residencies. For this I applied (unsuccessfully) for a short digital residency at the
Museum of Loss and Renewal in October; one as a collaboration with an artist
friend (Creative Spark, Dundalk, Ireland) is postponed until later 2022. I am
furthermore eager to explore the local and regional possibilities both within rural
NW Germany, earlier contacts within German contemporary DIY arts (in Berlin,
Munich); but also to reengage with, Glasgow/Central Belt, Scottish and UK
contexts that are relevant.

Schedule
My schedule is to complete SYP at the end of its 12 months period, early April
2022. For this I am proposing a focused and concise plan of action, with
networking, professional development and engagement happening concurrently
over summer and autumn 2021.
A1 Project Plan: 20 July 2021
A2 Resolve BoW: 30 November 2021
A3 Networking: 15 January 2021
A4 Presentation: 15 March 2022
A5 Portfolio: 25 March 2022

Resources
The resources to access for this plan are relatively modest and self contained:
internet access, web space, analogue and digital production space for the edition
set, some related resources, possibly event production space and materials. And,
perhaps crucially, I need a writing space. Seeking space to reflect, analyse and to
write had been a key pursuit for Research, and its significance still applies here.
The production costs are not estimated to exceed £500 which I will meet through
my existing production budget (as well as considering creating a couple of
photographic prints for sale from For Cover).

Audience
The work has public relevance and needs a public presence. Who this public in fact
is besides a gallery-visiting audience (online/offline) needs further clarification. I
am devising a series of enquiries in which this relationship and relevance is
explored and filters into the plan as relevant.
There are peers, curators, cultural practitioners as well academics across the fields
of creative and performative practice, geography and social science as well as
interested in PaR and methodology for whom the work has relevance.
Engagement here will help to develop my artistic visibility within the field.
There is also an interested public for whom PaR, a methodological focus as well as
the particular substantive focus of the work and its realisation will hold interest
and relevance. These in part sit remotely for the time being, in future possibly also
in relevant public/charitable artistic spaces and exhibition contexts.
Thirdly, there are passers-by and chancers-upon who encounter the work through
its site-specificity. And while this isn’t an intended audience, they hover between
participants and audience. I would like to consider a form of visibility in this
general, distributed and possibly uninterested field also.
Permissions for the time being are largely self generated: website space, social
media access, the communication with existing networks and those to be
developed; for the siting of an event/performance I would like to seek clearance
with the landowner (although existing usage rights don’t necessarily require
these).

The remaining assignments intend to run concurrently, with the realisation and
presentation of the work in online/offline space to take place during March 2022.
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The SYP module was also conceived as practice as research with a series of
ongoing enquiries; part of these led to new work (as further development in the
light of audience orientation of BoW and Research).

New Work
(Engagement/ resolutions)
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2021/11/28/submission-syp-2-resolving-yourwork/

The work originating within and from the A/Folder: an instructive glossary
presents the most obvious engagement and resolution, it is tightly woven in too
with the see (through): practice conversation event series in March 2022, and
documented throughout this portfolio. While the original portfolio at course end
did not contain visuals, this assessment submission integrates a text document
(Word) with an InDesign file at PDF stage (visuals). I layer text (course work and
Practice as Research findings) with the visuals. The visuals speak of engagement
processes, with the site (i.e. akin to earlier Research objects) but mostly with
audiences (and how these can circulate). Notably A/Folder and #13 A circle
completed present works as engagement. The works included here thus present
documentation, engagement and, as I outline below, a forward oriented archive.
Actual New Work are e.g. a set of pinhole images, For Cover (Contact) and For
Cover (Gaze) as well as a set of 25 A3 cyanotype prints, New Years Day on the
expanded meadow. Right at the end, between A4 and A5 I decided to print a final
set of cyanotypes, multiplying the fir hide, a position at the edge of the forest and
meadow which marked my first encounter with the site in autumn 2021 and
presented a point of frequent investigation throughout. The work consists of eight
daily iterations of a three piece print of one fir branch, along with a series of
related photographs and a note on conversations and reflections posted each day
on my public FB account. The #FirHideSideNotes, along with an earlier A/Folder
then serve as material for the Wander Wide Web works of Outside a pen jiggles!
and To/ Fir Understand.
Each set of visuals has a short description, contains either in PDF the visual or links
to the relevant platforms (a Facebook hashtag, a padlet, a vimeo file).
In summer 2022 I begin to research the difficulty of forming (and delimiting) an
archive for this work with the help of Midjourney, a text prompt to image AI, to
explore potentiality and latent themes within my own materials. I include these
here also, alongside a few my own sketches of the site, the archive, the work, as
well as lens-based images. This section acts also as outro, as onwards, as
expectant archive.
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The directory task was inspiring, I resolved to repeat yet didn’t until now and
updated with a new blog post.
I have been busy with often dispersed activity, firmly centred on peer-networks,
making and exploring. Less so on business contacts, exhibition and competition
opportunities.
There are three main strands that I pursued:
1/ The connections across an established crit, and increasingly collaboration,
group

Networking
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/01/18/exercise-3-1-network-directory/
http://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/09/05/update-network-directory-ex-3-1/

2/ The OCAEU student group, as member of the core admin team for the past
academic year and as member of the wanderwideweb online residency and
exhibition group. This involved a range of collaborative working modes and
experiments, skills sharing (I video edited and offered sound editing), an
exploration of the role of sound in my own work; and currently the role of
documentation and events-based engagement with the ongoing exhibition space.
I also initiated and maintained a reading/discussion group around Sheldrake’s
Entangled Life.
3/ Two short courses with the Poetry School, one on Expanded screenwriting, one
on Visual and asemic poetry. From these not only new work resulted (a
contribution to a radio programme) but also ongoing collaboration and
opportunities. It also firmed my resolve to focus on writing and publishing
(beyond known academic forms) as activity focus for the next year.
Furthermore, I revisited other existing contacts across a range of peers and
practitioners.
I have started a bi-monthly salon, digital and remote, to facilitate such workshop,
conversation formats around themes that I am working with, inviting fellow
practitioners to join.
I am also intending to establish a newsletter (possibly via substack) to help
develop my performative, diaristic writing explorations that currently continue on
FB (and far less so on IG and twitter).
From one of my contacts in the GSARD crit group I am applying for a 2-3 months
residency in Co Louth, Ireland, to explore site, distribution and themes around
care, ownership and rurality (application deadline early October, with a view to go
in Spring 2023).
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@draw___lenagh (Instagram)
@gesa_helms (twitter)
@gesa.helms.3 (facebook)
Vimeo
Eventbrite
Linkedin (to include training/pedagogic/academic work)

Online Presence

I have used Facebook for several years, notably through Level 2 to explore
positions, public/private bounding and negotiations, the role of gossip,
reveal/conceal, and used social media both as testing ground for work as well as
source material. Material circulated extensively through various levels of
publicness in posts and images as well as direct messages. The use of FB and how
it functioned at that time also depended strongly on the ways in which friendship
and contact picked up on social media in offline settings and feed these back, and
vice versa. For the past year or so, I stopped using FB in this way.
At the point of starting SYP in earnest, in autumn 2021, I set all my new FB posts
to public, being curious what would happen to (a) what I posted in this previously
more private forum once it turned public, but also (b) how these would circulate
or be enaged with outside my closer circle of friends and contacts.
I started a twitter account in October with a view to both circulate material (at
various stages) from my artistic work as well as to engage with discussions in the
field. My incentive was pretty much along the lines of how Rachel Smith
articulated hers in the SYP handbook, as well as being curious of my former use of
FB would transfer to the public setting and different format of twitter.
For circulating the engagement objects of SYP, A/Folder, b-hold and see (through),
I then turned towards Instagram, which to date I have exclusively used as a
depository, fairly anonymous and unambitiously from Drawing 2 onwards. I
updated my bio, linked to a dedicated landing page on the blog, and began to use
stories as well as some of the other engagement, interaction features.
I invited a few colleagues to a conversation of how we can, want to and don’t use
social media (mostly centering on Instagram), This took place in early March and I
include a summary follow-up email below. I also attended, as part of the OCAEU
exhibition project a session on online presence run by OCA tutor Helen
Warburton.
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There is a lot to say about
a/ the time demands for doing any of these well;

to have used the (considerable) time here as part of SYP to clarify my use of both
twitter and IG and understand these as durational projects.

b/ how they function differently and can achieve rather different forms of
engagement;

Email summary about social media meeting, 4/3

c/ my dis/comfort of posting marketing and advertising content.

Good morning, everyone

Previously, I would use an anonymous publicness on the platform to test
materials, to offer work to reflect back to me, and that generated created insights
as to how the work functions; here I would now offer materials for others to look
at, I wanted them to look at these (buy these or attend or engage with them). It
was pretty uncomfortable; it got easier when I again starting to foreground my
questions to the materials or to narrate their coming into being, i.e. to make
visible again the ways they emerged and why they interested me. In that way, IG
in particular is a fairly powerful platform, notably through stories, highlights but
also ways of linking and connecting. As platform IG is without doubt the most
powerful for visual/performative work, I am fascinated by the level of engagement
in particular the stories hold; I find twitter the most transparent one to use, like
how it engages and pushes outwards and pulls in relevant other people and
threads. For academic discussions it is without doubt most suited, but I also see
performative potential. FB is fairly limited as to what it does these days as most
people have retreated from it, it feels like a legacy platform in many ways.

— thank you Chris, Mark and Annette for the conversation yesterday in the zoom and everyone for
the thoughts that circulated in the email string ahead.

For the current cycle of work I also updated a number of other profiles, notably
vimeo and Eventbrite, and am considering tidying other platforms or closing
accounts.
I have not yet updated my personal website but developed IG (plus link to course
blog/padlets) to take that role at the moment; I wanted to concentrate on the
details of circulating the work/methods/processes that I have and a more
engaged, fine-grained social media approach seemed first priority.
Where social media gains traction is through comments but also then the DMs
that spin off these; and again, I have also resorted to email lists to advertise: being
frustrated at the mass of materials circulating through and the short attention
span. Here, e.g. the use of a good email-based newsletter comes back into focus.
Repetition and frequency seem to be key to understand how exposure, latency
but also engagement/contact work across the different platforms and I am happy

I took a couple of notes in the chat, which I attach here.
I found the conversation really helpful in articulating some of the tensions as well as the soft spots in
using social media, and also sharing a little of what this looks like for others, some good approaches
we have already found, what we are thinking of trying.
We talked mostly about Instagram; of how to build connections, conversations and engagement that
sits beyond a like or a � — and how much time this involves doing. How to e.g. move towards
critique and feedback, what roles DMs can play and how e.g. a subscription-based email newsletter
can function to build such sustained connection.
Annette talked about her experience of having for six weeks her IG account locked out, and how it
got only resolved by personal high level intervention with someone at IG, and how this makes these
platforms so risky.
Between us, there is a desire to use social media to test, reflect and review work but also, for Mark
and myself (in different ways, and with different kinds of work) to use it to sell; how building
audiences/engagement is difficult as so many accounts that follow are spam/bots and how to move
with/past that.
I talked a little about my recent twitter forays and how I am taken with it’s building capacity, which
seems to function more transparently than IG, reflecting on it, it is not commercial interest that
animates twitter: IG is such a sales pitch first and foremost, while twitter debates (for better or
worse).
I talked of my frustrations of now using social media to distribute/circulate (events, zines, objects),
whereas until now it was generally research material or part of the research process; I think this shift
in how I use it is draining, I tire of it, don’t want to shout about my things, (and certainly not three
more times than the first time I did so); I also know that the way for me to approach this is to make
it part of the conversations and enquiries that I have been having all along: if I ask a question or
explore the process, than I can talk about the print, or the event, too, and that is an insight where I
am quite glad to take this time to investigate social media further at this late stage of SYP.
So, that much for my Saturday morning thoughts, please add yours, others.
We loosely considered continuing this conversation, either here or in a couple of months again; let’s
see if there is more interest to reflect/strategise a little further.
In the meantime see you here or elsewhere on the net, have a good weekend!
Gesa
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By September 2022 I have arrived at the following as way forward:
I have continued to use a public FB profile as diaristic note-taking, a conference in
July on Life is (not) Personal: lifewriting and memoir did much to make me
remember the performative nature of depositing such notes in public.
It also provided much insight in to the distributed form my note-taking, recording
and depositing takes (and what it allows for).
I continue to use twitter and IG; I am confident in understand modalities of all
three (their possibilities and limitations); I sometimes use either too
performatively; twitter seems most exciting as it is less gated, yet the cohort I
currently engage with artistically is only sparsely present on twitter, and my work
doesn’t fit neatly into academic twitter either.
The immediate plans for online presence are:
a personal website, gesahelms.net via Cargo to house projects
a newsletter via substack to take some of the performative diaristic performances
into a different sphere, readership
I will continue to use both vimeo and Eventbrite for respective work; would like to
explore where sound work can sit (currently on soundcloud).
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These were the active questions; the engagement strands addressed these
and so did the investigation around archiving and participation. Arguably
too, the creation of new work processes (and the review of the bridging
projects, Making Hay and Fir Hide,) investigated these also.
The site and any engagement with it is productive.

Practice as Research in
Engagement 1:
Where and when is the work?

Once I establish a container (like Stromverteilen, as site, as practice or as
method), I can infinitely explore it in numerous connections, the work, the
site will be activated in these (possibly more or less successful). The work
and the site then also become mobile: processes like a/folder (see a
current reflection on this strand here), but even a social media practice of
posting circulate the site and the work to different audiences, they
fragment, reconstitute, remake and echo (some of these can be controlled
but much also becomes involuntary, uncontrolled, perhaps even invisible,
latent).
I centred all three engagement strands on these. And they yielded insight.

https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/04/02/syp-as-practice-asresearch/

Utilising the a/folders in a series of group settings was particularly
insightful: they circulated in different ways ahead and prompted in one
case a four-week group process of distributed engagement with them; one
was tested in crit group and committed group setting (with a lot of criticism
to start with), and then there were two that formed a key activity in the see
(through) making workshops. In these, like in the first, extended process,
the engagement was also very visible, in the case of the workshops even
recorded with altered camera angles. And these were great. Excellent in
fact. In particular the #12 a Kaleidoscope was almost magical at the
making stage but then also when testing. The camera set ups provided
fabulous views; and hearing also of how people tested the device and
what they observed added another layer yet.
The see (through) series had two somewhat different modalities; the
making workshops were possibly (besides the social media advertising)
the most uncertain parts of my engagement: of testing art-making
instruction when I know that I was particularly interested in the process
rather than the object, wanting to foreground the group aspect in this. I
was nervous how this would function in zoom and with my art that at the
start of the a/folders received a fair bit criticism for being too intellectual
and too abstract.
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I have written a longer reflection on access/engagement, notably in relation
to the 2 making workshops is this separate post here).
Two of the excerpted edits of the recordings illustrate the approach well:
1/ Where and when is the work between touch drawings and pocket
drawing machine from see (through) 1 (Moving-with)
2/ A conversation about focus and seeing, including the instructions for the
kaleidoscope from see (through) 3 (Contextual distance).
These are accessible in this folder here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19fEBTRpPXYGmPqZFbawyojfQ8tN
AMfk9?usp=sharing
The participation (in) archiving conversation followed a simple format: 3
short introductory presentations from the three speakers, a little response
from each to each and then an opening of the conversation to all present.
The presentations were concise and insightful, they were open too as to
present our current engagement with and thinking about these matters.
The conversation that followed from them was generous, engaged,
exploratory and genuinely interested in dialogue and intellectual
engagement. I remember coming away thinking that I didn’t have to make
myself dumb. It yielded a number of new questions and concerns around
archiving and participation while at the same time opening an existing
conversation between the three of us out to a larger group and made our
concerns and our engagement visible also.

The work becomes activated in my own encounters, observations, notes
and sketches (arguably any work does); it also activates in talking or
writing about it with others (in whatever public settings, a DM, a blog post
or an academic article, e.g.); this work is furthermore designed to be sent
along: practically, instructively as either method or object, or even as point
of view. Thus, distribution, refraction and the relating to other sites and
practices are all integral parts of the work.
Any activation also changes the work, the site, the way I meet it or others
do. In this sense, editing is part of the work also. I may even suggest that
contact is too?

In August 2022 I use this lens of where and when is the work to write for
the #weareoca blog around the a/folder series as engagement.

These questions furthermore also keep shedding light on the notion of
‘archiving’ the work:

https://www.oca.ac.uk/weareoca/student-stories/a-pdf-to-print-zine-asengagement-for-creative-arts-gesa-helms-a-folder-an-instructiveglossary/?cn-reloaded=1

I remember how ‘one’s personal archive’ was something the photography
peers talked about, collecting, activating, seeking. I at once wanted such
archive too and all the same I didn’t.

These two sections summarise well where I have arrived at in terms of how
such modular, distributed, simple zine facilitates the circulation of the
work:

In this process at Stage 3, my formative questions for my practice that
have for long been concerned with the boundary, edge between public and
private seem to have shifted towards investigating if not an archive then a
container, a frame, an inventory of one form and another.
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A/Folder: an instructive glossary (interactive)
(2021-)
[access here]
The main repository for my engagement and circulation of methods, site,
objects of the Stage 3 work. As generative, expanding library, A/ Folder:
an instructive glossary also presents a series of printable DIY zines: single
sheet, double-paged, with folding instruction, each zine (as digital PDF,
and as analogue artist book) is an invitation, an instruction, a story line, an
encounter, a point of contact.
Many of the works also contained in this portfolio originate within one or
more A/Folders.

New Year’s Day on the
Extended Meadow
(2022)
Early morning of 1/1/22 I leave the house towards the meadow. I take the
sheets from the lightproof envelope and place them before, on and well
beyond the meadow.
Some places known, others new.
I collect them later in the day. Some stay longer. Some are coated again
(and again) so present multiple exposures and sites.
A New Year’s Day opening onwards, for circulation.

#FirHideSideNotes (for Facebook)
(2022)
A diaristic performance on Facebook, 26 March to 5 April 2022
In order to access it, search #FirHideSideNotes on Facebook; nothing else
should be required.
Should this become cluttered, you can add myself to the search.
This hyperlink performs such search for you:
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/FirHideSideNotes/

a/ artist statement: For Cover
a cover is a covering a ceiling a blanket.
it covers first the transformer so as to trace, to rub, to transfer. it collects sun
wind rain needles, and insects wander and meander atop.
i climb up, survey, convey, a triceps lift, a turn, then a jump (i could and do
repeat).
the view point is close, softly along the surface, a blur at times.

Presentation
a/ artist statement
b/ press release
c/ final presentation plans (at A4)
d/ the talks at each of the events
(also see online presence as much revolved through social media platforms)

the chemistry leans against a branch, a trunk, on the moss it soaks up some acidity
(or was it the blueberries) and plays not with blues but with purples, greens and
greys, all the while attending to the wind the rain the sun.
i draw, it draws; in contact that is often near yet unsuspecting, unassuming.
sometimes we detach, blow off.
a kaleidoscope points to the fir tops, another along the line where meadow path
and woods meet.
the fourth blanket was the first, a garden tree in sun and rehabilitation. neither
curtain nor quilt (with skills for either discussed while making the bed), it becomes
potential, to fold, to enclose, to caress. the tool may be my gran’s sewing
machine. you reach it while tracing the spring meadow’s abundance.
For Cover presents four covers created across a rural autumn and early winter. It
utilises tactile media (graphite rubbings and contact printing) to move-with wind,
rain, sun, plant matter alongside hands and other bodies. It did so in an
unexpected site, across the small village, just where it meets the forest: a cover is
a covering a ceiling a blanket, to potentially cover you and perhaps I.
Gesa Helms is an artist, researcher and educator. see (through) (along with
A/Folder: an instructive glossary and b-hold: circulatory objects to touch) is part of
her engagement and exhibition in the closing stages of her BA (Hons) Creative Arts
degree with OCA/UCA. She lives between Glasgow, UK, and rural Northwest
Germany. Her artistic work is often site-specific and walking-based in an expanded
field of drawing. She is fond of questions and sometimes writes these out too. She
holds a PhD in Human Geography (Glasgow, UK). https://close-open.net;
https://tinyurl.com/forcover; IG @draw___lena.
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b/ press release: See (through): practice conversations: Three online
events organised by Gesa Helms

and participation –who where when and what of our practice; their temporalities
and spaces; their discipline and subversions.

Three online events in March invite you to explore jointly sites, methods and
themes of For Cover, my practice-as-research based body of work:

For the making workshops, there is a little preparation ahead of them (and limited
spaces). You don't need to bring any making skills, merely an inquisitive mind, and
a few simple tools (paper, drawing implements in monochrome or colour).

1: moving-with (a making workshop)
Monday 14/3 6.30-8.30pm UK
2: participation (in) archiving (a conversation with Susan Farrelly and John
Umney)
Wednesday 16/3 6.30-8.30pm UK
3: contextual distance (a making workshop)
Monday 21/3 6.30-8.30pm UK
As practice-as-research For Cover articulates across four covers, four blankets, at
the forest edge (and just beyond it) in drawing and contact: haptic and tactile
media such as frottage and cyanotype trace wind, rain, sound and care in sitespecific installations. It circulates already as an expandable PDF to zine
library/archive: A/Folder: an instructive glossary, and a series of objects, b-hold:
circulatory objects to touch. see (through): practice conversations is the third
aspect of exploring its publicness.
In two making workshops invite you to join me and explore some of the methods
and tools of my enquiry: drawing machines, mobiles, and viewing devices to
engage senses across the visual and the tactile.
1: Moving-with is interested in how our embodied movements, feet, bodies,
hands, produce tactile objects and enquiries.
3: Contextual distance enquires into where is the site, work and audience between
the visual and the haptic.
Inviting individual explorations ahead of the sessions, the zoom-based workshops
seek to utilise the digital space our meeting to navigate across contact, distance
and closeness between desk and camera.
2: participation (in) archiving invites two fellow artists, Susan Farrelly and John
Umney, to join me to open our ongoing practice conversations across archiving

Sign up via Eventbrite for further details.
The events will take place via zoom with links provided ahead of the events.
Gesa Helms is an artist, researcher and educator. see (through) (along with
A/Folder: an instructive glossary and b-hold: circulatory objects to touch) is part of
her engagement and exhibition in the closing stages of her BA (Hons) Creative Arts
degree with OCA/UCA. She lives between Glasgow, UK, and rural Northwest
Germany. Her artistic work is often site-specific and walking-based in an expanded
field of drawing. She is fond of questions and sometimes writes these out too. She
holds a PhD in Human Geography (Glasgow, UK). https://close-open.net;
https://tinyurl.com/forcover; IG @draw___lena.

c/ Final presentation plans at A4, March 2022
A large part of the past few weeks was taken up with advertising the three events
of see (through): practice conversations and exploring how this can work on
different social media platforms, email lists as well as through OCA channels. I also
explored how these can be hosted on Eventbrite, how a zoom event can become
itself part of the exploration of moving-with and contextual distance, i.e. become
a site in its own right of the work.
I discussed this with two artists colleagues in terms of facilitation and content flow
for the making workshops. These two making workshops are at once practice-asresearch but also an attempt to explore my own professional practice as trainer
and facilitator (in PGR skills development in UK HE) to expand towards facilitating
artistic processes in an online setting.
The third workshop is a making public of an ongoing conversation with two fellow
artists of exploring the interconnections between our own approaches towards
archiving and participation. Again, I did not want it to be a presentation of my
finished work but a method-in-progress and an invitation to dialogue.
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Communicating the events and materials, also A/Folders and b-hold, is part of the
work too: exploring different forms of publicness, like twitter threads with
hashtags and IG stories and posts; I did however also circulate via numerous DMs
and emails, often picking up with colleagues I hadn’t been in contact in the past
couple of years. In doing so I also started to send out some of A/Folders (which
mainly have circulated in group settings so far and some more anonymously, the
latter with little feedback yet), in DMs, inviting people to play.
I am recording the sessions themselves, making the material available to
participants, for the conversation with a view to share more publicly after editing;
I have also made a padlet platform for the A/Folders as well as for the see
(through) events, both with invitation for participants to contribute.
For the first Eventbrite event, the platform didn’t quite behave, and neither did
people’s spam folder settings so during the event itself I began to pick up a few (2
initially, who did join; then another 4) messages of people not finding the joining
instructions. It’s a fascinating thread of how my carefully attended to hosting
ended up too distant and out of reach; I would like to ask those involved to use
their communications for a thread of the work itself.

d/ presentations at each event
Each see (through) event contained a 15-20 minute presentation of my work
relating to the respective themes.
They are all accessible via the full zoom recording links (see below,
Documentation). For the purposes of this section, let me link directly to the
second presentation on Archiving (in) Participation. This is a zoom recording, so
transmitted once rather than a direct recording e.g. via the powerpoint
presentation.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19fEBTRpPXYGmPqZFbawyojfQ8tNAMfk9
?usp=sharing
(access granted to assessment team)
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Arguably, this entire portfolio serves as documentation. Yet in the spirit of Practice
as Research it is also: presentation, performance, actual work. So the item
heading ‘Documentation’ is deceptive.
Let me however name the documents that exist for the duration of the SYP
module, that trace the engagement, and link back to the BoW and Research. I will
then turn the conceptual dilemma in the discussion of archiving.

Documentation
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2021/11/27/syp-2-3-thinking-aboutdocumentation/
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/09/23/revisiting-documentationperformance-portfolio-and-beyond/
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/09/23/documentation-what-form-isresolved-and-or-redundant/

1/ The social media accounts (see above) serve as documentation; IG hosts a
series of highlights from main strands; FB is an ongoing public diaristic
performance and also contains the #FirHideSideNotes along with other elements
of work (thought the latter less systematically tagged)
2/ The events are available as zoom recordings, uploaded to an accessible (with
link) google drive folder in entirety here (and for assessment purposes):
The making workshops best in gallery view, the conversation best in speaker view:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1thUZ-p-YQrTY8voWZQP11e3pzmpcfNm?usp=sharing
(access granted to assessment team)
The folder above furthermore contains a subfolder with a series of short edits
from each event to illustrate a few points of discussion, notably in relation to:
where and when is the work, and how the making workshops in particular
constitute such where/when: now/here.
The see (through) events also have a padlet site, which notably for the final
workshop (contextual distance) served very much as interactive site with
numerous uploads: https://oca.padlet.org/gesa492645/jrnoirre3d9jvrdb
3/ A/Folder padlet platform
The padlet that hosts the A/Folder series serves as interactive platform and
documentation. You can find it in its current iteration here:
https://oca.padlet.org/gesa492645/wxfk2m5wuezxuu6w
Recorded earlier versions are accessible (as PNG) in this blog post:
http://close-open.net/2022/04/02/a-folder-update-at-the-end-of-syp/
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Presenting documentation in the portfolio
I intended to include visuals from the various documentation sites in this
document, only to find that FB and padlet screenshots do not translate easily into
a visual portfolio. They already possess their resolved form in the padlet space and
in the FB search function, so I removed these again to include simple instructions
and links as to how to access them as documentation.
This illustrates well the ways in which documentation itself is presentation and
contains the work; the work being actualised, engaged with here and now in that
clicked link. The demand of the portfolio and my seeking a paginated document
for this thus also contributed to a further clarification of a/resolution of work;
b/presentation format; c/accessibility; and thus helped to clarify the interactive
and performative nature of my practice and its attendant objects.
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Feedback has been an active part of the practice, often explicitly in a
making/reflecting/revising circular loop. There are several instances of feedback
sought during BoW and Research, and then in the devising and testing of the
A/Folder series and how this articulated e.g. into the www exhibition objects.
The final feedback review (Access/engagement in see (through)) also contains the
responses to the google feedback form, circulated to everyone who registered for
any of the events and for which I received 7 responses, and one later feedback
again per email.

Feedback
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/10/13/discomfort-again-and-onwards/
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/04/02/access-engagement-in-seethrough-practice-conversations/
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/01/18/exercise-3-3-recent-feedback-to-afolder/

Now at the point of submission I return to the feedback received, notably around
the three see (through) practice events and revisit the strands in the events that
were difficult. I keep returning to the level of misunderstanding, discomfort, and
dislike of the work, and explore these further – how they sit in relation to (a desire
for) immersion, distance relations (too far away/ too close) and the generativity of
the work, and too its hovering themes. I write these up in a series of notes and a
blog post (discomfort, again and onwards). Here, the notes have not coalesced far
enough for a more sustained text on discomfort, instead I reference a closing
discussion in tutorial 5, around questioning comfort zones and outcome-focus, to
facilitate process-based work, to elicit unknowing (and overwhelm). All this, and
this is a good reminder right now, is conducted with pedagogic care, careful
framing and holding processes, and that I should feel more confident in my
abilities of the latter to not be too concerned if these affective registers are
activated (as I do in fact seek them). This will open for further enquiries.
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The where and when of the work, and its relationship to site, audience,
author informed much of the module.
There is much so far that only exists in notes, some has been circulated
across social media too (see e.g. the engagement around New Work New
Years Day on the expanded meadow (under New Work).

Practice as Research in
Engagement 2:
Archiving and participation on/in
site

An early piece around site/archiving is this short video performance:
Archiving site/ 1 http://close-open.net/2021/11/18/archiving-site-1/
The conversation with Susan Farrelly and John Umney organised around
this practice enquiry, inviting both artists to make public some of our
ongoing conversations around participation (in) archiving. It also allowed
me to articulate my own approach and offer a first presentation of two new
processes in which I engaged with the site (and my dad’s progressing
illness) by a/ Making Hay and b/ Sheltering under the Fir Hide.
My talk at see (through) 2 (see link to zoom recording under
Documentation)
In preparing the portfolio and reviewing the site and form of my archive, I
find again this line of enquiry: I attended a number of Rachel Smith’s
Practice as Research workshops during Stage 3, one set in December
2020, another in July 2021. The documentation of the latter resulted in this
enquiry/feedback padlet Ariadne Thread
[https://oca.padlet.org/gesa492645/p8217c8jsc8rx4h8] which illustrates
how a PaR methodology allows for integration of such
development/feedback cycles into the work itself. Here notably around:
voice, position and mobility, audiencing.
This section is the one I keep returning to, again and again, I write
numerous notes elsewhere (Evernote, FB, DMs, audio memos), it is the
most unfinished and yet, I firmly recognise that I have something that I
understand as an archive, and archival practice, an object (or range of
objects too). I will likely not call it archive though and currently prefer it
again being a sketchbook. It comes with less institutional discipline and
force, it feels less overdetermined too.
I record, collect, re-arrange, add-in or edit out. It’s a key part of my
practice and one that I recognise early in other people’s practice, Dieter
Roth’s in a show at Fruitmarket, Edinburgh, Anna Oppermann’s at Cooper
Gallery, Dundee. I seek retrieval and fear omission, the loss of access. At
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the same time, the collection, the sketchbook, the library should be futureoriented: emergent, allowing for amendments, alterations, unanticipated
moves and mobility.
The term I eventually settle for what I am in the process of assembling is
this: an expectant archive. The centre, core, heart of: underneath a fir
branch on the meadow edge, just next to a transformer station. Sometimes
I am seen here, other times I disappear into the woods. Towards the end of
completing this portfolio, I select a series of sketched, lens-based images
(mostly medium and large format analogue as well some Midjourney
visuals, sometimes collaged) to form the final part of the portfolio: forward,
onward looking, expectant.
The concerns raised above around where and when is the work and how
documentation engages with the work are constitutive of this archive.
That such archive is always ever only relational, social, in contact follows
from the sections preceding this one and the earlier Stage 3 modules. It
seeks a range of modalities of participation, and I appreciate that
‘instruction’ is too strict a term for what I invite to, perhaps, a manual, a
prompt often gets more adequately to the nature of the relationship; yet
also, there are times when it’s less cautious, less sign-posted, and
someone may find themselves in the middle of a body of work that is
rather full-on, a bit strange, perhaps overwhelming (not immersively so, but
nonetheless, how does it creep up on an unsuspecting viewer, on to me?).
It is also friendly, peer-oriented and in the spirit of much UK DIY spaces
and artist-led forms of practice. My networking speaks to that as much as
the ways in which events and zines travel and move along.
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Outside a pen jiggles! and
To/Fir Understand
(2022)
As part of the OCAEU year-long online residency and exhibition project,
Wander Wide Web, I devise a drawing machine invitation as A/Folder,
circulate it and receive several drawings on tracing paper. I turn these into a
video essay and a photographic diptych with ambient sound.
Visit https://spaces.oca.ac.uk/wanderwideweb/ for exhibition catalogue
and statement.
Stills of the work included below plus the links to full works.

Visit https://spaces.oca.ac.uk/wanderwideweb/outside-a-pen-jiggles/ for the sound
file and diptych

To play the video, visit https://spaces.oca.ac.uk/wanderwideweb/to-fir-understand/

#13 A circle completed
(2022)
The most recent A/Folder is one where I send a physical copy: a
development of my summer explorations around broken/unbroken code
and ciphers, I explore simple circles drawn with meadow plant matter. I
use here cyanotype as positive, as drawing medium, print the meadow of
#6 Go to the meadow with a new text, and lastly add cyanotype chemistry
on the outside as travel marker. I pack two copies plus drawing media
per envelope and post, asking for one return and a choice of whether to
play with the cyanotype exposure inbetween. I send out 8 copies, by early
October I received five returns.
Front and back in the images below in a column.

I record on the afternoon of October 12 an audio message to reflect, to direct
first, then reflect. I realise it is extra: too long (the direction element seems
unasked for). I realise too that as submission this reflection is where it is at: it
stands, at course end. I create a blog post that contains too the audio and names
the six months since course end, I add it to the Learning Outcomes document too
and there it is: reflected, and reflected again.
It's time. There is one week left on this, I take the laptop and my notes to the
Trafo, to write one more time in site. I hadn't taken it much since last summer,
now it is warm enough for it again.

Reflection on SYP
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/10/12/reflections-on-the-module-atsubmission
https://resbowgh.wordpress.com/2022/04/02/reflections-on-entire-syp-module

It is the last project that my dad will have taken part in. That he commented on,
the progress of which he took keen interest in.
I talk about this in the see (through) 2 conversation; as opening and then later too
around 'not making memory'; to John's question if I knew I was going to archive
when I was making the work, and no, I didn't, it became bigger and more
generative than that.
In see (through) 2 I talked about archiving and participation, of the bridging
projects I started as such in early summer 2021, and of how these supported the
transitions of that time. And that was good.
They also sit as 'new works' in SYP, alongside the pinhole images and the New
Years' Day expanded meadow, but much quieter so, or rather: not concluded yet
(other than generating insight about site, archiving and participation.
I had started SYP in earnest with a view of archiving the site, of writing myself out
of the site. Neither is quite possible as any engagement creates yet new insights,
objects, relationships and questions.
At the end of BoW/Research SYP was configured as developing a mobile toolbox
of my artistic practice; mobile, to be tested in different sites and contexts as to
what these methods of site-based, contact investigations as practice as research
could yield.
Such toolbox would seek other sites by means of residency applications and other
forms of networking. I did not travel, though I applied for a digital one with
Museum of Loss and Renewal; I also signed up for a Poetry School course on
Expanded Screenwriting as Poetry. I furthermore investigated a future residency
at Dundalk, Co Louth, Ireland to collaborate with one of my close artist contacts of
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the past year, Susan Farrelly. Travel remained complex throughout the duration of
this module, but now seems a little easier and at least I am moving fairly freely
between Glasgow and NW Germany again.

reflection, testing, adjusting) of forms of professional practice that I would
otherwise have hesitated to instigate.

The project plan, also following the first tutorial, became refined around three
engagement strands (a simple distribution process of instructive self-print PDF
zines; a series of workshops; and also to explore circulating, through sales, some
of the many objects that resulted from the practice as research.
The first tutorial also pointed towards conducting SYP as research: of exploring the
means of engagement as drawing/contact and thus of testing and exploring what
in this speaks methodologically and substantively to the preceding BoW and
Research. I thus begun to orientate SYP around When and when is the work, the
audience, the artist.
So, what at the start of Research has been called near space as geographical
concept became refined as contextual distance.
It is quite fabulous to be sitting here, warm sunshine from the back, a flask with
good coffee and to be typing these reflections. It's by far been my biggest project
to date, the most expansive site, and at the strangest time (pandemic, Brexit,
stroke and later palliative care, and now after the current escalation of war in
Ukraine).
I feel I made good use of the module: of considering my professional practice, its
strands and taking serious of a where to with this next. Admittedly, with the social
dislocations that went alongside my Level 3, the what with myself as practising
artist had slipped into the background, at times I also felt it was fairly open if I
would continue with the degree work. The field in which I now move forward to
seems more open and precarious, and yet I am glad for the focus some of the
dislocation, notably the move to the small village (and fairly stable financial
security) had allowed to focus on the artistic practice, I fear that would have not
been the case had I stayed in Glasgow (hello, resilience coaching for academic
staff under pandemic hellscape by zoom).
I took the engagement serious, the questions around participation, audience and
contact. I found forms that foreground these in the event series and even more so
the expanding library a A/Folder zines. I also begun to investigate and engage in
new networks and build on existing ones. There is more to be done with all of this,
there always is; and still SYP allowed for the establishment (and considered
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I set out with these four strands:
1/ When and where is the work and the audience?
2/ A portfolio (of old/new work, their presentation and documentation)
3/ I use this as document spanning forwards, onwards: what if the
work/audience is neither now nor then but soon?
4/ An attempt at an archive, an expectant archive

A toolbox?
Forward look

I return to Gilda William’s (2014, Art Monthly) piece on Andy Warhol’s
Slivers of presence: of his work capturing the now that has just been past.
Somehow this has been key to my own understanding of temporal
constructions: of present, encounter/contact, the role of memory, the just
past, and a potentiality towards the almost there, soon.
This sustained focus on drawing/contact, near space, distance and
closeness, reach and resonance, and how these audience, engage, invite
embracing has been formative. I have indeed constructed, in the
A/Folders, a toolbox, a mobile library (if not an archive) to move-with, to
adapt and respond to and with.
I would like to take this to outings, the residency applications this and last
autumn speak to that; I find myself in an unexpected location (the
northwest German heath) and find my methodology adapts, shifts and
changes to make work. I can also investigate not just with but also for
whom. This isn’t easy, or rather: the affective registers of my work remain
complex, well beyond its aesthetic appeal, and deliberately so. I have
learned better to engage with these as artist but also then in contact with
others. This is professional practice, and the entire OCA degree
programme has facilitated this and I made good use of it.
It is also, necessarily incomplete: sustaining for sure in many ways, the
contexts in which this sustains, also materially, are shifting (not just the
past two years but more rapidly then too). It requires attention and focus, a
prioritising; I am not doubtful over either; whether I can be bothered with
some of the institutional limitations, here or there, is a different matter (and
has always been), but that doesn’t change the professional nor the sustain.
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So, in the spirit of all this, let me add a new question and concern:
1/ where is the context of where we find ourselves now, and where am I
positioned in this?
> dislocation in site-based relational work
In the near term, this invites me to test and re/shape:
- a writing and publication practice beyond academic and social media
presence: to use autumn/winter to a/ seek outlets and develop material for
publication (both for text and visual work)
- other sites and mobility: where and how can this work move from the
village edge, and how can it relate to near and over there?
- academic ties and connections: for publications, for research and for
pedagogic practice
In the meantime, and to close-open this portfolio, find over the remaining
pages an edited visual set of the conversation that I name An expectant
archive: some of my sketches, some of the analogue large and medium
format photography and a series of text to image prompt engagements
with the AI Midjourney.
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An expectant archive:
a conversation
(2021-)
One of the tasks of SYP has been to archive the site, the work. I fail at it as I
find more the more I like to close it.
A research drawing that never materialised, in the course of conversations,
practice and research turned archive nonetheless: expectant, emergent and
a little quarrelous. It gathers site drawings, side views and their potential. In
part it is currently facilitated not just by Ursula K Le Guin but also by
#MidJourney.

